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Let (Z,Lo be a p-type positively regular Galton-Watson process whose mean 
matrix has maximal eigenvalue p < 1 and associated left eigenvector v > 0. Let f,(s), 
SEC, be the probability generating function of Z,, where C is the p-dimensional 
unit cube. It is known that p-“v. (1 -f,,(s)) decreases to a limit y(s) 2 0 as n + co, 
and y(s)>0 on C-{l} iff E(IIZ,I/ log(lZ,I/ 1 Z,=e,)im, l<a<p, where 
e, denotes the basis p-dimensional vector whose ath coordinate is 1, and 
(IZJ =Z,,+ ... +Z,,. We prove that if y(s)>0 on C- {l}, then the slightly 
stronger condition E( lIZIll (log lIZIll )’ I Z, = e,) < co, 1 < a < p, is necessary and 
suficient for the convergence of the series r:;P= 1 (p-“o (1 -f”(s)) - y(s)). 8 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with a multitype Galton-Watson process (Z,),,, 
whose state space is the set Z; of all p-dimensional vectors i = (il, . . . . ip) 
whose coordinates are nonnegative integers. For this, we first introduce 
some conventions and notations. All vectors (matrices) we deal with are of 
order p (p x p). A vector premultiplying (postmultiplying) a matrix is 
considered a row (column) vector. A vector or a matrix whose entries are 
zeros is denoted simply by 0. We put 1 = (1, . . . . l), and denote e, the 
vector whose ath coordinate is 1 and other coordinates are 0. For 
i=(i ,,..., ~,)EZP+, let IIill =cg=1 i,. In terms of coordinates we write 
x, = (x,, 3 . . . . xHP) for X,E RP. When x= (x,, . . . . xp) and y= (yl, . . . . y,) are 
in RP, x. y denotes the scalar product Cg= 1 x,y,. If x, YE RP, x< ,v 
(x < y) means that x, < yX(x, < y,) for all CL. Similarly, if A and B are 
matrices with real entries, A < B (A < B) means that A,, ,< B,, (ArB < BIB) 
for all a and 8. If A is a matrix with real entries, A < co means 
that A,, < 00. for all a and /?. The p-dimensional unit cube is 
C = {s E RP: 0 < s < 1). For s E C and i E Z$, we use the product notation 
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s’ = nl=, $2. For each initial position 2, = i E Z:, we obtain a probability 
measure Pi on the sample space of the process. The corresponding expecta- 
tion is denoted by Ei. 
The probability generating function (p.g.f.) of Z, is defined by 
f(s) =fi(s) = (fil(s), . . . . fip(s)), SE C, wheref,,(s) = E,=(s”‘). the p.g.f. of Z, 
is defined by f,(s) = (fn,(s), . . . . f,(s)), s E C, where &(s) = EJs”). It is 
well known that f, is the nfold composition off: It is consistent with the 
above to define&(s) = s, s E C. 
We assume the finiteness of the mean matyrix M= (M,,), where 
M,,= EJZ,,), 1 <LX, /I< p. Then (see Joffe and Spitzer [2]) there is a 
matrix E(s), SE C, such that 
0 6 E(s) < M, s < t =a E(s) 2 E(t), (1) 
and 
1 -f(s)= (M- E(s))(l -s), s E c. (2) 
Furthermore it is assumed that M” > 0 for some positive integer n. This 
entails the existence of a positive number p (the maximal eigenvalue of M) 
which has associated right eigenvector u > 0 and left eigenvector u > 0 such 
that 
Mu = pu, vM = pv, v.u= 1, u.l=l. 
Throughout the paper we assume that p < 1; i.e., (Z,), bO is subcritical. 
Since the asymptotic behaviour of (fn), a 1 can be translated into limit 
theorems about the (Z,),,, process, the study of the p.g.f.‘s is of the 
utmost importance. It is proved in Joffe and Spitzer [2] that 
f,(s) z 13 SEC- {l}, n3 1, (3) 
and 1 -f,(s) + 0 as n + a uniformly on C. Moreover, the following 
theorem holds (see, e.g., Athreya and Ney [ 1, p. 1861). 
THEOREM 1. There is a real function y(s) on C such that: 
(i) p-“v.(l-~f,(s))Ly(s)~O as n-m, SEC; 
(ii) ~~“(1 -f,(s)) +y(s)u as n + co, se C; (4) 
(iii) y(s)>0 on C- {I} zff E,m(I(Z1/I logIJZ,l()< cc for any 1 du<p. 
The main aim of this paper is to prove that if y(s) > 0 on C- { 1 }, 
then a slightly stronger condition, namely Eez( /JZ, )I (log (IZI I/ )2) < GO, 
1 d c( dp, is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of the series 
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c,“= 1 W”v. (1 -f,(s)) -Y(S)), s E C. Thus we get further information on 
the asymptotic behaviour of (fn)nd r. In the case of a single type (p = 1 ), 
the result was proved by Spataru [4]. 
To prove our principal result, we require several emmas. 
2. THE LEMMAS 
Let P be a matrix such that P > 0 and P” > 0 for some n 2 1. Suppose the 
maximal eigenvalue of P to be 1. The eigenvectors u> 0 and u > 0 can be 
chosen to satisfy 
Pu=u, vP=v, u.l4= 1, u.l=l. 
Let (4L D 1 be a given sequence of matrices such that 0 < A, < P, n 3 1, 
and define B,=(P-A,,)(P-A._,)...(P-A,), n>,l. Finally, consider a 
vector x such that x 2 0 and B,x # 0 for all n 2 1. The following lemma is 
due to Joffe and Spitzer [2]. 
LEMMA 1. Under the above conditions concerning P, u, v, (A,), >,, 
(BJ,a,> and x we have: 
(i) iflim,,, A,=O, then lim,,, B,x/vB,x=u; (5) 
(ii) there is Lb 0 such that lim, _ m vB,x = L; 
(iii) L>O iffC,“=, A,,<co. (6) 
Now we state and prove our first lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let P, u, v, (A,), a 1, (B,), a 1, x and L be as in Lemma 1, and 
assume that C,==, A, < co. Then 
.Q vB,x-L)< CC iff f z A,<co n=l k=n+l 
Proof: Since lim, _ 5 A.=O, (5) shows that 
B,x = (%x)(u + d,(x)), nB 1, 
where 6,(x) -+ 0 as n -+ co. Set A,, = vB,x, n 2 1. Then 
(7) 
A n+~=v(P-A.+,)B,x 
=A,-VA,+, B,x=A,(l -vA.+,(u+6,(x))), n2 1, (8) 
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and so 
A,= fi (1 -“A,(u+bk-,(x)))Al = fj (1 -cr,)d,, n z 2, 
x-=2 k=2 
where uk=uAk(u+ak-l(X)), kB2. From (6) and (8) we see that 
O<LfA,,<A,, n> 1. 
Therefore, we have 
L f (l-L/A,)< 5 (A,-L)<A, f. (l-L/A,). 





z (l-L/A,)= f (I- fi (I-a,+,. 
n= I n=l k=n+l 
(9) 




J, ,J+, Mk= f 
f oA,(u+6,-,(x))<(% 
n n=l k=n+l 
Since u > 0, u > 0, 6,(x) -+ 0, and x.,T=, A, < 00, we see that 
(10) 
f f &(U+bk-I(X))< a iff 5 f A,<c0. (11) 
n=I k=n+l n=l k=n+l 
From (9), (lo), and (ll), we get (7). 1 
The next lemma deals with a one-dimensional p.g.f. 
LEMMA 3. Let A(6) = c,“=, a,@‘, 0 E [0, 13, be (I p.g.$ and let 6 E (0, 1). 
Then 
f 5 (l-A(l-#))<a ly"f 2 a,(logny< al. (12) 
n=I k=n “= I 
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On substituting y = 1 - S”, (13) becomes 
B(y)dyd f f (l-.4(1-6k))<c f 1’ B(Y) dY% (14) 
n=l k=n n=O l-6” 
where c= -l/log6 and B(y)=(l-A(y))/(l-y), y~[0, 1). Further, we 
have 
Now, B(y) = x,2 0 b, y’, y E [0, 1 ), where, as readily seen, 
b,= g a,, r > 0. (16) 
r=j+l 
Consequently, we get 
’ B(y)dy dz= f b~&j”(l-(l-cY)~+l)dz. (17) 1-6: j-0 ‘I+ 1 I 
On substituting M, = 1 - 6’, we have 
Since 6< 1 -(l -b)i+’ < 1, 0 d i < j, it follows that 




dz< 00 iff 1-a: (19) 
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On account of (16) we have 
Since 2 Cl= I l/j C{=, l/i- (log r)’ as r + co, (20) shows that 
jEo h,l&Ji’ f < CO iff f a,(log r)2 < CO. I- 1 r=l 
From (14), (15) (19), and (21), we get (12). 1 
(21) 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Our principal result is as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let y(s) be as in Theorem 1, and assume that 
Eez( IIZ, II log l/Z, II ) -c GO for any 1 d a d p. Then C,“= 1 (p-“u . (1 -f,(s)) - 
y(s)) < a, s E C, iff E,(lIZ, II (log IIZ, II J2) < co for all 1 d c1 d p. 
Proof Without loss of generality, we prove the theorem for s=O. Put 
L = y(O). Theorem l(iii) shows that L > 0. Now, in view of (2), we write 
and so 
p-“u~(l-f,(O))=u(P-A,)(P-A,_,)~~~(P-A,)l, n3 1, 
where P=p-‘A4 and Ak=p-'E(fk_l(0)). We know from Theorem l(i) 
that p-“o. (1 -f,(O)) \ L as n + co. Taking into account (1) and (3) we 
may apply Lemmas 1 and 2. Thus (6) shows that 
..;, A,=F ’ f E(fn- I(O))< 03. 
n=1 
Further, by virtue of (7) 
~~,(~~flu.(l-/.(0))-L)<m 
iff 
f f Ak=p-’ 2 f E(fk(0))<co. 
n=l k=n+l ,,=I k=n 
(22) 
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Now, in view of (4), p -“(l -fn(0)) -+ Lu > 0 as n -+ co. Consequently, 
there are 0~ a<b such that 
al<p-“(l--f,(O))<bl, 
(l-p”b)l~f,(O)d(l-p”a)l (23) 
for sufficiently large n. Choose a positive integer ~tr such that both p”b < 1 
and (23) hold for n>n,. Then, on account of (1) and (23), we have 
E((l -~“b)l)~E(f,(0))3E((l -p”a)l), n>,n,. (24) 
Therefore, combining (22) with (24), we see that 
jll (P-“u. (1 -f,(O)) - L) <co=> f f E((l-p%)l)<co. (25) 
n=n, k=n 
Similarly, since x,“= I E(fJO)) < 03, 
..z, (P-“~~(l-fn(O))-L)= CD=> f ‘f E((l-pkb)l)=co. (26) 
n=n, k=n 
Finally, following Sevastyanov [3, p. 2031, define the one-dimensional 
p.g.f.‘s 
and 
c(e)= 5 u,f~,(el) i u, = f c,,“, 
sr=l x=1 II=0 
A(B) = (1 - c(e))/p(i -e) = f a,en, 
II=0 
where, as readily seen, 
eE co, ii, 
eE co, 11, 
(27) 
1 O” 
a,=- C cr+l, n>O, 
P,=n 
and consider the function 
o(e) = i i ~,~,,uw, 8 E ~0, i I. 
B=l x=1 
(281 
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Then a straightforward computation, using (2) yields 
me) = (1 --A(@)P 5 u,, 8 E [O, 1). 
x=I 
(29) 
As v>O, it is obvious that 
f f E((l-@a)l)<co iff f f D(l-pka)<cO, 
n=n, k=n n=n, k=n 
and so, by (29), 
H$n, kzEE((t-p*u)l)<m iff f f (l-A(l-#a))<co, (30) 
n=n, k=n 
Since (p A u)~+ ’ < p”a < p”-“I, n 2 n, , Lemma 3 shows that 
f f (l-A(l-pka))<co iff mz, a,(log n)‘< 03. (31) 
II=“, k=n 
On account of (28), we have 
(32) 
Since c,“= 1 (log n)‘- r(log r)* as r -+ co, (32) shows that 
n~,un(logn)‘<ra iff f c,r(logr)2<co. 
r=l 
(33) 
Now, inspection of (27) shows that C(e) is the p.g.f. of llZ,/I, given that 
lIZoIl = 1 and that P(Z, =e,)= u,E,P=~ v,, 1 <a <p, where P is the 
probability masure for our process. Therefore, 
rz, c,r(log r)2 < co iff i %J%a(lIz,Il (wlz,l1)*)< a. (34) 
a=1 
From (25), (30), 31, (33), and (34) we see that C,“=, (pP”v. 
(1 -f,(O)) - ~5) < CO implies that E,,( llZl 1) (log (IZ, I/ )’ < co for all 1 < c1< p. 
A similar reasoning as above, starting with (26), shows that if 
C,“=, (p-“u. (1 -f,(O))-L)= co, then at least one of the expectations 
E,,( l/Z, I/ (log l/Z, /I )2) must be infinite. 1 
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